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Parking changes
strand students

www.bgviews.com

Downtown Bowling Green Farmers' Market offers homegrown food choices

Parking lot work causes delays for students and faculty
demolished by construction and
to make guidelines more concise,
he said.
"We're currently reassigning lots
An overhaul of parking procedures based on demand to make the best
has left some students and faculty use of them," Leigh said. "We're also
bewildered, but University Parking listening to a lot of feedback. But
Services ensures it's doing all it can in the meantime, everyone is chalto accommodate demands.
lenged in a number of ways."
Workbegan inearlyApril,saidBrad
Dave Sennerud, a journalism proLeigh, executive director of business fessor, experienced these challenges
operations, who has responsibility during his first few days of returning
for Parking Services during a time of to the University.
administrative transition.
He was 15 minutes late to the
Changes include lot condition College of Arts and Sciences lunassessment, signage, ticketing and cheon on freshman move-in day
enforcement, hours of operation, lot and barely made it to his first class
assignment and demand analysis. Aug 23 — all because of congested
The plan is to finalize most updates parking lots, he said.
—including restriping and reseating
"I normally get here before 9 and
—within three years, he said.
the faculty lot closest to West Hall
"We understand this is a challenge, was jam-packed, along with both
but I'm sure everyone sees the ben- commuter lots," Sennerud said. "I
efit of construction for the upcom- had to park out near the TV station
ing years," Leigh said. "We're having after 1 found a BG policeman and
educated conversations with those asked him where to go."
involved with planning and making
Now that the semester has gotten
changes to balance our lot capacity." into full swing and all late parkMost significantly, confusing "as ing passes have been disbursed.
posted" lots have been transformed
into more faculty and commuter
parking to accommodate for lots
See PARKING | Page 3
ByAliiwWidm.n

Reporter
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HOMEGROWN: From left to right. Briana Sosenheimer. Kathleen Whitfiel and Kathanne Murphy purchase vegetables from the Grandview
Flowers stand at the Downtown farmers' Market

a farm
fresh
alternative
ByMuFilby
Reporter

Instead of swiping a BG1 card
at Outtakes, take a walk down
Main Street where vendors like
lerry VanHoutte sell flowers
and produce at the Downtown
Bowling Green Farmers' Market.
The Farmers' Market is located across from Grounds For
Thought on South Main Street
and is open every Wednesday
from 3-8 p.m. The Farmers'
Market is in its first year of operation in Downtown Bowling
Green and will stay open

CAMPUS BRIEF
Ice Arena receives ice installation
Ice has been laid in the Ice Arena, and the University varsity hockey team held their first
practice of the 2010-11 season on Monday afternoon The new ice is part of an ongoing 18 million renovation, which is planned to be completed by an Oct 5 exhibition with WiKrid-laurier. In
addition to the new ice. lighting, new locker rooms, seating improvements and a renovation of the
curling rink into a multi-purpose facility are all part of the renovation

Student Budget Committee gives
money to campus organizations
By Courtmy NMM
Reporter

Campus organizations host many
events such as trips, banquets and
dances throughout the year, and
many need funding to cover all
the expenses.
The Student Budget Committee
(SBC) is an organization made of the
UndergraduateStudent'Jovernnii'nt
(USG) and the Graduate Student
Senate (GSS) with the purpose of
allocating funds to campus organizations. The treasurer from both
USG and GSS act as co-chairs of
SBC and are trained by the Office of

Campus Activities.
SBC acquires their money allowance from students' general fees
included in the tuition bill. Clayton
Stewart, USG treasurer and SBC
co-chair, said there is approximately $730,600 are available for
the 2011 budget.
"The freshman class is going to
help out a lot," Stewart said. With
a record size class paying into general fees, SBC will be able to delegate
more funds to campus organizations.
Registered campus organizations

CAMPUS
Faculty showcase talent
Tht Faculty Artist fertes features 10-15
musical performances in Bryan Recital
Hall by professors in the College of
Musical Arts | Nfa!

k

through the end of October.
VanHoutte owns Gardenview
Flowers and has been selling
produce and flowers at farmers
markets for the past 25 years.
"Its a family business," said
Ellie Vanl loutte, lerry s daughter.
"We primarily do a lot of fresh cut
flowers, but we also specialize in
chemical free vegetables."
Vanl loutte and his two daughters started selling at the Farmers'

See MARKET | Page 3

UNDER THE LIGHTS

SBC Funding cannot be used:
■ to support activities where academic credit is awarded
■ to support activities open to only
one people of a specific gender,
race, sexual orientation, color,
national origin, ancestry, religion,
age, marital status, political affiliation, disability, or veteran status
■ for scholarships, grants, prizes, gifts,
donations, fundraisers, financial
aid. legal services, sponsorship of
elections
■ to reimburse expenses incurred
prior to approval of funding

ANDREAFEHL | TH(9GNEW$

KICK: The BG women's soccer team prances in Doyt Perry Stadium. The team was prepanng for its
away games this weekend in New York, one of which will be at night The Falcons are looking to achieve
their first win of the swson. For more photos see page 8.

See SBC | Page 8

SPORTS

FORUM
Support collective bargaining

Defense prepares for Troy

David Jackson, the president of the Faculty

Adrien Spencer and the Falcons' defense

Association argues that In order to better serve the

are gearing up for a rematch with Jerrel

University's students faculty should be allowed to

Jernigan and the Troy offense after

participate in cofective bargaining | hoc 4

shutting them down last year | Page 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Where do you get your food?

ASHLEY BRANDENBURG
Senior. Accounting

"My mom" | Pag« 4
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NATION BRIEFS
Southern Christian
Leadership
Conference splits

Police release
911 tape after
church slaying
VISALIA. Calif (AP)- Police

ATLANTA - Board members

Mexico has deployed 82 National

Obama reopens
peace talks with
the Mideast

French railway
faces criticism in
US for WWII role

WASHINGTON -Condemning

ORLANDO. Fla.- The

COLUMBUS-Records

SANTA FE.N.M(AP)-New

have released a tape of a 911

WIRl
SOURCES

Bear owner carried
no insurance
for caretaker

New Mexico
National Guard
deployed to border

of the Southern Christian

BGNEWS

show the owner of a bear that

French national railway wants to

Mideast peace "rejecOonists."

Leadership Conference

call in which a man suspected

Guard troops to help secure the

recently mauled its caretaker to

build the first highspeed tracks

President Barack Obama

who sided with the groups

of fatally shooting a Mormon

border with Mexico after they

death had no workplace injury

in the United States, reopening

convened a new round of

embattled treasurer and

church official in Central

completed training.

insurance to cover the man. an

Holocaust wounds that threaten

ambitious talks Wednesday

chairman have lost their fight for

California told officers where

apparent violation of Ohio law

to derail the company's bid

and vowed not to allow a fresh

control of the group.

to find him and to be ready for

May ordered 1.200 National

because of its role in transporting

burst of violence dim hopes for

"mortal combat."

Guard troops to boost security

Compensation spokeswoman

Jews to Nazi death camps.

an accord creating a sovereign

along the border.

Maria Smith said investigators

A Fulton County Superior
Court |udge on Wednesday

In the 20-second recording

President Barack Obama in

issued an order in the case

made public Tuesday, the caller

between the dueling factions

identified himself as "Zane

Arizona announced

of the SCLC. who have been in

Thomas." but police said it was

deployments last week.

court for nearly a year

47-year-old Kenneth Ward

In the meantime, both have

Ward was shot dead Sunday

Both California and

New Mexico Gov. Bill
Richardson said violence

operated as the organization's

by officers investigating the

along the border has been a

leadership, causing chaos and

slaying of Clay Sunnar. a lay

major concern

bringing the civil rights group to

bishop with the Church of

the brink of extinction.

Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints in Visalia.

The split on the board of

Ohio Bureau of Workers'

assigned to the frontier have
undergone training with

charge against the railway

near Cleveland on Thursday

is Florida resident Rosette

to determine if he had paid 24-

Goldstein, whose father was

at the White House with Israeli

year-old Brent Kandra or other

taken away by Nazi soldiers,

Prime Minister Benjamin

employees since his coverage

shoved in a cattle train and

Netanyahu and Palestinian

lapsed in late 2005.

delivered to his death during

President Mahmoud Abbas,

World War II. Goldstein plans to

assailed those responsible for

who pay even one employee to

voice her opposition on behalf

the killings of four Israelis near

carry insurance in the event of

of many Holocaust survivors

the West Bank city of Hebron

injury or death. Smith said.

to the railway Thursday when

The militant Hamas movement,

the Florida Department of

which rejects Israel's right to exist

Transportation holds a public

and opposes peace talks, claimed

meeting in Orlando on the $2.6

responsibility.

The U.S Occupational Safety

directors came amid local and

The caller on the tape

U.S. Customs and Border

federal investigations into the

sounded almost cheerful

Patrol and Department of

SCLC s chairman and treasurer,

when he said he was the

Homeland Security as well as

regulates workplace safety, is

which arose last fall.

person who had "just shot the

military training.

also trying to determine whether

and Health Administration, which

The governor's office said
He then gave an address

SCLC was co-founded by the Rev
Martin Luther King Jr. in 1957.
-ByErrinHaines(AP)

investigative analysis and entry

childhood home. When officers

identification teams.

years ago. in December 2008,

Goldstein and others

and the Obama administration

- including legislators - want

Allen said
"We would only investigate if
the person that was injured or

with Ward.

negotiations broke off nearly two

and Orlando.

helped out. spokesman Scott

arrived, they exchanged gunfire

Direct Israeli-Palestinian

which would connect Tampa

or just a friend who occasionally

they will provide criminal

that turned out to be Ward's

Obama. who met separately

billion high-speed rail project,

Kandra was Mazzola's employee

Mormon bishop."

Headquartered in Atlanta, the

wsecute Israel

will go to Sam Mazzola's home

Ohio requires business owners

The National Guard troops

Palestinian state beside a

One of those leading the

killed was an employee of the
company." he said. "We are still

spent its first 20 months in office

the railway, known as the SNCF.

coaxing the two sides back to

to formally apologize for its role

the bargaining table Obama

in the war, give full access to its

was adamant Wednesday that

records and make reparations.

extremist violence would not
derail the process

"Why does this company

trying to determine whether he
(Kandra) was or not. It's certainly

deserve my tax dollars when they

not a clear-cut case."

cooperated with the Nazis and

-By Robert Burns (AP)

let their trains transport people
-By Julie Carr Smyth (AP)

to be murdered?" said Goldstein.
71. who lives in Boca Raton.
- By Antonio Gonzalez (AP)

phone was stolen in Kreischer
Compton Hall

BLOTTER
TUES.,AUG.31
12:10 P.M.
A complainant reported her
wallet missing in Offenhauer
East.
12:14 P.M.
A complainant reported her cell

4:43 P.M.
The Alpha Sigma Phi house
was evacuated due to smoke
from an outside grill.
5:34 P.M.
A bicycle was reported
stolen from the Math Science
building

9:24 P.M.
Kasey L Jahns, 22. of Bowling
Green, was cited for possession
of marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia near Carter
Park

WED., SEPT. 1
1233 AM
Selia M. Go'nzales,.2'0.'of

FREE
Two-Day Shipping
for One Year
on textbooks and
millions of other items

Toledo, was cited for prohibited
acts/altered ID within the 100
block of N. Main St.

3:05 A.M.
A complainant reported confronting two customers at Taco
Bell about drinking soda without paying for it, the customers
then hit the complainant with
the soda and left the store.

3:05 A.M.
Ryan D. Corbin. 20, of Findlay,
was cited for operating a vehicle impaired within the 1500
block of E. WoosterSt.

3:27 A.M.
Marcus S. Washington Jr.. 27.
of Elyria. Ohio, was arrested for
burglary within the 800 block
of E. Wooster St.

By Doug Whit.man

"We're not illegal aliens, we are citizens
of this country. We have everything, all

The Associated Press

COLUMBUS — Elizabeth
Torres was stung when her
19-year-old son said he'd
been turned down for a stateissued Ohio identification
card because his birth certificate from Puerto Rico was
considered invalid.
"We're not illegal aliens,
we are citizens of this country," Torres said. "We have
everything, all the documents and all that, but we
are not treated as such."
People born in Puerto Rico
are finding that older birth
certificates from the U.S. territory are not being accepted
when applying for a state ID
or driver's license at the Ohio
Bureau of Motor Vehicles, a
reaction to concerns about
possible fraud that a national
Hispanic group said smacks
of racial discrimination.
Since early April, the
bureau has refused to accept

the documents and all that, but we are
not treated as such."
Elizabeth Torres I Ohioan

Puerto Rican birth certificates issued before Jan. 1 as
proof of identity and date of
birth. The policy reflects a
law on the island that will
invalidate all older birth
certificates on Sept. 30, the
agency said.
"They are not placing credibility in their certificates,"
said Ohio BMV spokeswoman Lindsay Komlanc said.
"For an agency that uses a
birth certificate as one of the
primary documents to be
able to verify identity, that's
something we have to look
very hard at."
Ohio already has dealt with
cases in which Puerto Rican

:
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birth certificates were used
fraudulently. In a scheme .
uncovered in 2008, Puerto
Rican certificates were being
sold to illegal immigrants in
Virginia, and they were then
brought to Ohio to obtain
state ID cards, Komlanc said.
At the time, federal prosecutors said that Ohio was
chosen because it had looser
procedures for obtaining
identification at licensing
bureaus. A federal judge in
Harrisonburg, Va., last year
sentenced one Columbus
woman to a year in prison,
while another — a clerk at a
licensing office — received 30
months' probation.
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Amazon Student

We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-572-6966

Ohio denies state identification cards
to Puerto Ricans due to fraud concerns
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Throw, Catch, Repeat
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Professor plays
horn for series
By JMI J«m*s

"The Faculty Artist

Senior Repot tef

Andrew Pelletier is a GrammyAward winning artist and has composed music for movies like "X-Men,"
"Lethal Weapon 4" and "Frequency."
Pelletier is also the assistant professor of horn at the University.
He performed alongside fellow
University instructor, pianist Robert
Satterlee, at Wednesday night's
Faculty Artist Series. The free concert
was hosted by the College of Musical
Arts at the Bryan Recital Hall.
"The Faculty Artist Series has been
going on for at least 20 years," said
Susan Knapp, director of publicevents for the College of Musical
Arts. "It's a great way for the department to showcase our faculty
members and for the instructors to
encourage their students."
Each semester, between 10 and
15 music professors perform at the
Faculty Artist Series. All of the events
in the Bryan Recital Hall can be seen
at any time thanks to a new feature
on the music department's website.
"All the performances are recorded
and put online so viewers can watch
live stream video from any series
event," Knapp said.
Pelletier and Satterlee performed
an hour-long piece titled "The Music
of American Composers." The collection consisted of music from famous
composers such as Vaclav Nelhybel,
Verne Reynolds, Alex Wilder and
Samuel Adler.
"The faculty performance gives

ABOVE
Maj throws a disk
to teamate Senior
Enk Berte! as Senior
Eric Koeniq plays
defense The ultimate
fnsbee dub team. The
Penguins, scrimmaged
on the University Lawn
Wednesday night

RIGHT: Senior
Andrew Begue leaps to
catch an out of reach
disk as Senior Keith
Brooks observes from
the sidelines

PARKING

in the semester, she said she may
decide to utilize lots farther away
From Page 1
instead of circling in the closer ones,
which made her late to her first class
Sennerud said he anticipates on Aug. 23.
easier parking.
"Today I got really lucky and yester"Things are just going to be a lot day I was really lucky, but luck usualtighter for a while," he said.
ly isn't on my side," Hatano said with
Junior Alexis I latano, who com- a laugh. "There are pros and cons to
mutes daily from Maumee, said everything going on here. Usually
her usual 20 minute drive to the the beginning of the year is chaotic,
University has become "a huge, so hopefully as the semester goes on,
frustrating issue" during the parking will get better."
semester's onset.
Mel Hudson-Nowak, former inter"Last semester it was OK," she said. im parking manager, said she under"But this year, it seems there are so stands these changes may be frusmany more commuters that I have trating for students and faculty, but
to gel up way earlier to drive here Parking Services is "working with
and find a spot. Everyone 1 know those folks to help them understand
who's a commuter said the parking the changes and our intent for a
is really bad."
more parking-friendly environment
Students' parking woes can be for faculty, guests and students."
linked to several factors, Hatano
Students can see these changes
said, including construction and in the updated parking guides availunfamiliarity to changes. Later able at the Parking Services Office

and the University's website.
"We're creatures of habit," HudsonNowak said. "If we always park in
one lot, we'll drive around that one
lot and wait for a spot for several
minutes, rather than going to a different one. Once people realize other
spaces may be available, we can educate them on that availability that
may be only a few minutes away."

Proposed University
Parking Spaces
(to be implemented within
approximately two years)

Current
Faculty/Staff
1.675
Commuter
1,964
On-Campus
2,705
Total Spaces:
6.344

Adding

Total

369

2,044

334

7 798

14

2.719

717

7.061

MARKET
From Page 1

Market in May and plan to sell out
of their summer produce including
com and cucumbers within the next
two weeks. Sun Gold tomatoes and
baby eggplants are also top sellers at
the Gardenview Flowers stand.
"Its been so dry this year, things
are going to start winding down in
the next couple of weeks," Ellic said.
"But at least customers have the fall
produce, like pumpkins and squash,
to look forward to."
Farmers Market manager Penny
Parker welcomes any new vendors
to the market, with the price of a
small vendors fee. Twelve vendors currently sell produce, lemonade, and other products at the
Farmers' Market.
"Any new vendors are allowed to

Series has been going
on for at least 20
years. It's a great way
for the department to
showcase our faculty...
and for the instructors
to encourage their
students.''
Susan Knapp | Director

students a chance to hear what their
professors do on a regular basis,"
Pelletier said. "Students might also
hear their instructors performing
something that they might have to
play at their degree recital. It is a
great way for the students to learn
and understand what we are trying
to teach them."
Freshman Clay Thomson said he
felt the Faculty Artist Series is a great
way for students to enhance their
skills and leam from real musicians.
"I think it's really important for students to see the kind of people we get
to work with," Thomson said. "Kids
take for granted the kind of professionals that are at the University. We
might not be practicing or rehearsing right now, but the only way to get
better is to listen."

join the market as long as we still
have space," Parker said. "1 also sell
produce and arts and crafts here."
Owner of Godfeathers Farm,
Parker sells photographs and produce including eggs and variations
of tomatoes at the Farmers' Market.
Although most customers are older
residents, University students have
started coming to the market over
the summer.
"School has only been in session for
a few weeks," Parker said. "I expect
more students to start coming the
further in the school year gets."
For some students, no walk is too
far to buy fresh and local produce at
the Farmers Market.
Graduate student Katharine
Murphy travels to the Farmers'
Market every Wednesday.
"It's definitely worth the trip."
Murphy said. "No spot is really ton far
away to walk to in Bowling Green."

Statistics provided by Parking Services

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
Yfww.pr0terr9dprop0rt1esco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (sm»n pel aHowM)
Mini Mall Apts. (Dowmown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiency Houses

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frt: M 30
530 S. M«p»SI

419-352-9378

BGViews
-Your Blogs
■Your Stories

The National Pan-Hellenic Council Presents:
'M

Meet The Greeks

Come meet the historically black
Greek organizations at BGSU!

■Your Community
-Your News

Tuesday, September 7

■Your Views
Visit Your Community @

BGVIEWS.com

National Pan-Hollonic Council

6:00p-9:00p
Olscamp Room 101

FORUM

"It's definitely worth the trip. No spot is really too far away to walk to in Bowling
Green."
- Katharine Murphy, graduate student, on the Bowling Green Farmers' Market [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Where do you get your food?
"Kroger."

The Union"

"Jimmy John's."

"MeijerorWal

K
y

Mart."

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
HALLORV
SMITH
Senior.
Accounting

Freshman.
Marine Biology

Crude comments yelled by males
prove misogyny still exists today
By Krystyna Zarn-Langford
Guest Columnist

The day was Tuesday, Aug.
31st, 2010.
It was 8:30 p.m., just getting
to the point of true night.
I had been to five classes
already, then to the Union
computer lab to send e-mails
to my BGcX students. I live
out by Blockbuster, and commute by bicycle. I was riding
home that night, tired and
following the white line on
the street. Cars passed, some
slowing, some moving over a
little. Then, as I went over the
railroad tracks, a car paused
momentarily beside me.
"Get on the sidewalk,
whore!" two white males in
their pale sedan said before
they sped off.
This is not the first time I've
been harassed on the street. It
will not be the last — and I'm
sick of it. Why do two boys
think it's okay to call a woman
a whore? Not only were they
mistaken in assuming I needed to be on the sidewalk (bicycling laws forbid it), but they
attacked me based on one fact
— I'm female.
It's all in their choice

1 am a nnntraditional graduate student. Recently, I found
the office of Nontraditional
and Transfer Students by
accident. They recently
moved into the College Park
Office Building and claim the
office is still in a "tailspin"
and that they have no events
or anything that may help the
nontraditional student get to
know others or the campus
on which they are attending.
Then an explanation of why
they have not been able to
do anything followed. I quit
listening after "no, we don't
have anything planned," so I

KEVIN SHILEY
Senior,
Sport Management

Stnet? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your

Sophomore.
Fashion Merchandising

feedback at bgnewsxom.

DZAbLND

6-3M0

Tin a woman, so the response to a
perceived wrong is to attack me sexually.
It says a lot about those two boys and
their feelings of entitlement, and also
about the society we live in."
of words. I'm a woman, so
the response to a perceived
wrong is to attack me sexually. It says a lot about those
two boys and their feelings of
entitlement, and also about
the society we live in. I felt
like I was back in the 1920s,
when I couldn't vote and rape
was my fault. This brand of
violence towards women is
still common, though ancient.
Not much has changed, and
women are still only seen for
what they can do sexually.
Those two boys didn't see
me as human. They didn't
know, and probably didn't
care, that 1 work part time,
am taking eighteen credit
hours and participating in
the Organization for Women's
Issues on campus. They didn't
know my name or that I've
been on the Dean's List for
the past three semesters. They

didn't know I have a dying
great-grandmother or had
an abusive stepfather. I was
subhuman to those boys, not
worthy of respect because of
my sex. They only saw me as
a woman, a sex object to be
degraded.
These two boys happened
to be caught at the traffic
light of Napoleon and Main
streets. I thought about biking
up and getting their license
plate number. Then I realized something: The police
couldn't do anything about
it. There's virtually no way to
stop verbal sexual harassment.
What proof did I have? What I
could do is use my voice. I'm
using the same medium those
boys, so intimidated by my
femininity, did. There's one
change though: I'm not out
to demean another human
being with archaic misogyny.

LETTER TO T HE EDITOR
Nontrad'rtional students
receive little help from
offices on campus

KELSIE
MAITLEN

CAITIYN
KOLEHMAINEN

today's People On The

am unable to provide details
of the explanation for not
having done anything since
they moved into the office
(around four weeks ago), or
prior to that.
1 did however comment they need a Graduate
Assistant, because I am
looking for one myself. They
informed me they already
had one. I hope the office of
Nontraditional and Transfer
Students is able to get the
office out of the "tailspin" it
is in according to a person at
the front desk (who was not
the GA) and manage through
the difficulties to organize
something for the students
the office is supposed to
be catering to. I hope other

asses
in 1914, the tuition for students
was FREE.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
nontraditional
students
will contact the office and
express a concern for events
to be held, or resources made
available that may make the
transition back to college life
for nontraditionals a little
easier.
They are located in the
College Park Office Building
in room 16. It is listed as
another office number on
directory, but if you go to the
number on directory, they
have sign pointing you down
the hall to the correct office.
Or a call, 1 am sure, is always
welcome by the office. The
input would be of value, 1
am sure.
— William Burgess,
Graduate Student

Visit us
online at

SPEAK YOUR MIND

www.bgviewscom

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of
this page.
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matters of curriculum, college reorganization, and
the distribution of our
scarce financial resources
are more likely to make a
long-term commitment to
the University.
Faculty members who
know that there is real due
process in the grievance
procedure will stay here and
help us build for the future.
The start of a new academic year is always a time
of great hope and optimism.
This fall, let's take a step forward for the University by
voting in favor of collective
bargaining.
Sincerely,
David I. Jackson, President
Faculty Association

CALLING ALL
COLUMNISTS & CARTOONISTS!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum section is looking for more

Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,

FIND OUT WHAT BGYIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP HEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories Iran the
paper and online extras.

210 West Hall

Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966

To the editor,
As the election on collective bargaining approaches I
would like to take this opportunity to explain how collective bargaining will be a positive development not only
for University faculty, but for
students as well.
Ultimately, students come
to the University for the fine
undergraduate and graduate education we offer. That
education is best provided by
faculty who are able to commit themselves to a longterm career at the University.
Collective bargaining can

help create an environment
that encourages faculty to
stay at the University for the
long haul. Collective bargaining will strengthen the faculty
voice in shared governance
by increasing transparency
and improving communications between faculty and the
central administration.
Collective bargaining will
give faculty a real voice in
negotiating our salaries and
benefits. Faculty members
who are not worried about
their family budgets being
strained by unilaterally
imposed salary freezes and
benefits cuts are more likely
to stay at the University.
Faculty members who
have a real say in crucial

call us at 419-372-6966.

■ E-mail us at thenews@>bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hal

HEATHER UNDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Faculty collective
bargaining helps
University students

people like you to write columns and illustrate for us.

Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
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HOGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts, audio slide
shows and video add to
the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling, Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for venfication purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsPbgnews
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for ^ngth
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the heaclnes to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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«Jerrel Jernigan
71 catches
1,101 receiving yards
15.5 yards per catch
6.7 yards per carry
5 total touchdowns
"Jernigan is electric... I think the
word special gets over used, so
I'm not going to say he's a special
player, but I will say he's very, very
good. They've taken a player with
a very unique skill set and make
sure he can get the football."
Dave Clawson IBG Coach

ROUND TWO

"For someone who is very talented
like him and NFL scouts are all
on him, that's what you dream
of at my position. To go against
someone who is that skilled, to
limit them or shut them down and
just have that confidence that
you're just as good as them."
Adnen Spencer | BG Cornerback

Adrien Spencer»
42 tackles
4 pass breakups
2 forced fumbles
1 interception
1 win over Troy

BG NEWS FILE PHOTOS
REMATCH: Top Jeirel Jernigan fights for extra yards in Troy's season opening loss to BG last season Bottom: Adrien Spencer records a tackle lor a safety against Alron last season
Spencer could be the primary match-up against Jernigan in Saturdays season opener at Troy.

Led by Spencer, BG defense preps for rematch with Jernigan
By S«an Shapiro
Web Editor

Jerrel Jernigan is a dangerous
player.
At 5-fool-9, the Troy wide
receiver may not be the largest
player on the field, but he certainly is the most versatile.
"Jernigan is electric ... I think
the word special gets over used,
so I'm not going to say he's a
special player, but I will say
he's very, very good," said BG
coach Dave Clawson. "They've
taken a player with a very
unique skill set and make sure
he can get the football."
Last season lernigan touched
the ball quite a bit, compiling
2.2B4 all purpose yards, something that has him named to
the first annual Paul Mornung

pre-season watch list, an award a top-10 player at his position.
return late in the fourth quarter.
presented to the most versatile
While the job to contain
While they limited Troy's
player in college football at the Jernigan will be a full team effort, offense to 304 total yards in last
end of the season.
Spencer is already prepared for year's season opener and forced
A player who lined up at run- anytime he lines up with the two interceptions, only four
ning back, wide receiver and even Troy wide receiver in a one-on- defensive starters return, leava couple plays at quarterback last one scenario.
ing most of the defense to make
season, stopping Jernigan will be
"For someone who is very tal- their first career start in against
one of the keys to BCj's success in ented like him and NFL scouts a team who hasn't lost a home
Saturday's season opener.
are all on him, that's what you game in two seasons.
"lust contain him, being real, dream of at my position. To go
"Man, my heart's beating right
he's going to get his catches, we against someone who is that now, I can't wait to get out there,"
just need to limit the big plays," skilled, to limit them or shut said linebacker F.ugene "Champ"
said corner back Adrien Spencer. them down and just have that Fells when asked about making
As a junior, almost every time confidence that you're just as his first career start.
Jernigan touched the ball it was good as them," Spencer said.
While he's making his first
a big play. He averaged 15.5 yards
Last year Spencer outdueled career start, Fells played a conper reception and 6.7 yards per Jernigan, while the wide receiv- siderable amount last season
carry, something that not only er did haul in an early 12-yard along with fellow linebacker
has caught the attention of BG's touchdown pass, the BG defen- Calvin Marshall.
defense, also but multiple NFL sive back sealed the 31-14 vicBecause of multiple players
draft sites that have him listed as tory with a 64-yard interception earning playing time off of the

FACEBOOK

HOCKEY

TWITTER

Jerrel
Jernigan
Had a 12-yard
touchdown reception
against BG last year

Adrien
Spencer
Returned an
interception for a
touchdown against Troy

bench last season, Clawson isn't
worried about nerves and pointed out that they have the same
amount of senior starters that
they had a year ago.
And if those nerves are settled, perhaps Jernigan won't be
so dangerous.
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PUMPED: Andrew Wallace shows his excitement as a member of the Surrey Eagles of the British Columbia Hockey League last season

By Ryan Satkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

of student-athlete BG is sports, elite high school
bringing in to help rebuild hockey players usually
the program, as much like spend a year or two playing
In a freshman class full of many of his classmates, junior hockey before coltalented forwards, Andrew was a National Honor stu- lege, meaning that when
Wallace may be the most dent during high school they arrive on campus,
polished offensive threat of in Ontario.
they are several years older
them all.
"You can't just be a cham- than almost all of their
He spent the last two sea- pion on the ice and in the classmates.
sons with the Surrey Eagles community but not in the
However, that can be to
of the British Columbia classroom; that is unaccept- their advantage on the ice, as
Hockey League, serving as, able, you will be a cham- they have had several more
arguably their most potent pion in everything you do or years to physically mature,
threat.
you will not be part of this not just through natural
During the 2008-09 sea- program," said head coach growth, but also by playing
son he led the team with 38 Chris Bergeron during his against tough competition
assists and chipped in eight introductory press confer- in the junior leagues.
goals, putting him fourth on ence in April.
Wallace is an example of
the team with 46 points.
That attitude is part of one of those players, as he
Last year, he found his the reason Wallace chose to is one of four freshmen on
the roster who have already
scoring touch, posting team enroll at BG.
highs in goals (23), assists
"BG showed a lot of inter- turned 21.
(38), and points (61).
est in me, and obviously
"I hope it IBCHL successl
"I had a good year last other schools did too, but it translates well to this year,"
year, I felt like my line seemed like a good fit here Wallace said. "My work
mates were really good, with the strong academics, habits haven't changed,
they helped me out quite a and playing with a young, I'm going to work really
bit," Wallace said. "1 work rebuilding team," Wallace hard, and I'm going to do
really hard in the offsea- said. "We plan to progress anything I can to help the
son trying to improve my quick and hopefully com- team.
game and 1 just showed up pete for some champion"If that means blocking a
to play every night."
ships here in the very near shot with my teeth, or going
Wallace's credentials future."
out to score a big goal, it
off the ice show the kind
Unlike freshmen in other doesn't matter, 1 just want to

help the team out whatever
way the coach sees fit."
AnotherthingthatWallace
brings to the table is consistency, something the team
lacked last season.
During the 2009-10 season with Surrey — including the playoffs — he never
went more then four games
(out of 66) without registering a point, and he had 15
games in which he recorded
multiple points.
Having lived in Canada
hisentire life, Wallace is not
sure what to expect playing
in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association, but
is certain that with hard
work, the team will see
positive results.
"We have so much enthusiasm, and we all seem to be
very hard working," Wallace
said. "I don't know the conference or the other teams
so it's tough to make expectations, but I feel the way
we're working right now
that we're working harder
than any other team, and I
think that will translate to
a lot of wins."

BG men's golf moving forward
after bitter end to last season
By Brendan Padcart
Reporter

BG men's golf coach Garry
Winger wants to get rid of the
bitter taste in his mouth from
the end of last season.
Last May, the men's golf
team finished last at the
Mid-American Conference
Championship, coming in
82 strokes behind champion
Kent State.
The team won the John
Piper Intercollegiate and
the Earl Yestingsmeier
Intercollegiate to start off
last year," Winger said "They
had such a good start But
we finished ninth at the MAC
Championship, not the result
any of us were expecting. I
still have a bitter taste in my

mouth from finishing last."
The roster is significantly
different than last season.
Last year's captain, Matt
Schneider, has graduated and
the team has gotten younger.
But with no captain yet
for this year, the team looks
to perform better on a more
consistent basis.
"We as a team haven't chosen a captain yet, we are going
to see how the guys do at their
first tournament before we
choose," Winger said.
"Depth is something we
didn't have last year," Winger
said "We would send out the
same five guys to each tournament. Now we can have
some competition between
the guys."

This season the team player is struggling, he can
consists of three freshmen, switch out for someone else.
three sophomores and
He said he wants to
focus on the new players
three juniors.
Two new players have to make an impact and for
transferred to BG to play: the returning players to play
Charlie Olson from Hope more consistently.
"Any time we can win is
College and Torey Brummett
from Owens Community great," Winger said. "We absoCollege, both sophomores lutely want to win. but golf is
who will allow Winger more a sport we can't control, but
of a selection when it comes each weekwe try and win. We
to tournaments.
can only control what we do
"We only send five guys to as a team; we have to be on
each tournament to compete our game every week."
as a team, but we could also
"It's hard to tell how all
send guys to play as individu- the other teams are doing,
als," Winger said. "Each week, but I feel we're ready to go,"
I pick who's going to travel Winger said.
The Falcon's first tournaand play."
This new depth has given ment starts Sept. 5 at the Tiger
Winger the relief that if one Intercollegiate in Verona, N.Y.
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Troy holding off on
naming quarterback
TROY, Ala. (AP) — Troy
fans will have to wait
until Saturday's opener to find out who's the
starting quarterback.
lunior Jamie Hampton
and redshirt freshman
Corey Robinson have
been battling to replace
Levi Brown throughout
fall camp.
Coach Larry Blakeney
says he has picked a starter for the opener against

Bowling Green. He's just
not saying publicly who
won the competition.
Blakeney
says
he
wants Bowling Green to
have to prepare for both.
Hampton is more of a
runner than Robinson.
Receiver Jerrel lernigan
expects both Hampton
and Robinson to play.
Offensive coordinator
Kenny Edenfield says each
has the whole offense down.

1927. > reporter and sports writer for the
Sentinel Tribune suggested that the college
athletic teams receive a new nickname rather
than the "Normals". The reporter, Doc Lake, recommended the
Falcons because of its fierceness, speed, and courage.

brown were selected when President MIHanw asked
repreeantoivaB from Industrial aria, hone economics, and
n student to chose the colors. Rumor has It that the colors
were suggested by Prof Y/mslow after ha saw them on a
ladyh hat However, no record can be found that Indicates
formal approval tig facuftg or students The colors were
chosen because theg "made a pleasing combination, and
as theu knew, were not used by any other colleges."

Housing Close to Campus
At Reasonable Prices
Efficiencies, One and
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We also have a large selection of
Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.

YB.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMB
BOYT PERRY ST

Listings available online at: www.johnnewloverealestate.coni
or at the rental office located at:
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Grtn, OH
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Located Across From Taco Bell.

RENTAL OFFICE (4191 354-2260
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«Jerrel Jernigan
71 catches
1,101 receiving yards
15.5 yards per catch
6.7 yards per carry
5 total touchdowns
"Jernigan is electric... I think the
word special gets over used, so
I'm not going to say he's a special
player, but I will say he's very, very
good. They've taken a player with
a very unique skill set and make
sure he can get the football."
Dave Clawson IBG Coach

ROUND TWO

"For someone who is very talented
like him and NFL scouts are all
on him, that's what you dream
of at my position. To go against
someone who is that skilled, to
limit them or shut them down and
just have that confidence that
you're just as good as them."
Adnen Spencer | BG Cornerback

Adrien Spencer»
42 tackles
4 pass breakups
2 forced fumbles
1 interception
1 win over Troy

i iM «HU PHOTOS
REMATCH: Top Jerrel Jernigan lights for extra yards in Troy's season opening loss to BG last season. Bottom Adrien Spencer records a tackle (or a safety against Alton last seasoa
Spencer could be the primary match-up against Jernigan in Saturday's season opener at Troy.

Led by Spencer, BG defense preps for rematch with Jernigan
By Scan Shapiro
Web Editor

pre-season watch list, an award
presented to the most versatile
Jerrel lemigan is a dangerous player in college football at the
player.
end of the season.
At 5-foot-9, the Troy wide
A player who lined up at runreceiver may not be the largest ning back, wide receive! and even
player on the field, but he cer- a couple plays at quarterback last
tainly is the most versatile.
season, stopping Jernigan will be
"Jernigan is electric ... I think one of the keys to BG's success in
the word special gets over used, Saturday's season opener.
so I'm not going to say he's a
"Just contain him, being real,
special player, but I will say he's going to get his catches, we
he's very, very good," said BG just need to limit the big plays,"
coach Dave Clawson. "They've said corner back Adrien Spencer.
taken a player with a very
As a junior, almost every time
unique skill set and make sure Jernigan touched the ball it was
he can get the football."
abigplay. He averaged 15.5yards
Last season Jernigan touched per reception and 6.7 yards per
the ball quite a bit, compiling carry, something that not only
2,264 all purpose yards, some- has caught the attention of BG's
thing that has him named to defense, also but multiple NFL
the first annual Paul Hornung draft sites that have him listed as

FACEBOOK

a top 10 player at his position.
return late in the fourth quarter.
While the job to contain
While they limited Troy's
Jernigan will be a full team effort, offense to 304 total yards in last
Spencer is already prepared for year's season opener and forced
anytime he lines up with the two interceptions, only four
Troy wide receiver in a one-on- defensive starters return, leavone scenario.
ing most of the defense to make
"For someone who is very tal- their first career start in against
ented like him and NFL scouts a team who hasn't lost a home
are all on him, that's what you game in two seasons.
dream of at my position. To go
"Man, my heart's beating right
against someone who is that now, I can't wait to get out there,"
skilled, to limit them or shut said linebacker Eugene "Champ"
them down and just have that Fells when asked about making
confidence that you're just as his first career start.
good as them," Spencer said.
While he's making his first
Last year Spencer outdueled career start. Fells played a conJernigan. while the wide receiv- siderable amount last season
er did haul in an early 12-yard along with fellow linebacker
touchdown pass, the BG defen- Calvin Marshall.
sive back sealed the 31-14 vicBecause of multiple players
tory with a 64-yard interception earning playing time off of the

TWITTER

HOCKEY

Jerrel
Jernigan
Had a 12-yard
touchdown reception
against BG last year

Adrien
Spencer
Returned an
interception for a
touchdown against Troy

bench last season, Clawson isn't
worried about nerves and pointed out that they have the same
amount of senior starters that
they had a year ago.
And if those nerves are settled, perhaps Jernigan won't be
so dangerous.
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PUMPED: Andrew Wallace shows his excitement as a member o( the Surrey Eagles ol the British Columbia Hodcey League last season

By Ryan Satkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

In a freshman class full of
talented forwards, Andrew
Wallace may be the most
polished offensive threat of
them all.
He spent the last two seasons with the Surrey Eagles
of the British Columbia
Hockey League, serving as,
arguably their most potent
threat.
During the 2008-09 season he led the team with 38
assists and chipped in eight
goals, putting him fourth on
the team with 46 points.
Last year, he found his
scoring touch, posting team
highs in goals (23), assists
(38), and points (61).
"I had a good year last
year, I felt like my line
mates were really good,
they helped me out quite a
bit," Wallace said. "I work
really hard in the offseason trying to improve my
game and I just snowed up
to play every night."
Wallace's credentials
off the ice show the kind

of student-athlete BG is
bringing in to help rebuild
the program, as much like
many of his classmates,
was a National Honor student during high school
in Ontario.
"You can't just be a champion on the ice and in the
community but not in the
classroom; that is unacceptable, you will be a champion in everything you do or
you will not be part of this
program," said head coach
Chris Bergeron during his
introductory press conference in April.
That attitude is part of
the reason Wallace chose to
enroll at BG.
"BG showed a lot of interest in me, and obviously
other schools did too, but it
seemed like a good fit here
with the strong academics,
and playing with a young,
rebuilding team," Wallace
said. "We plan to progress
quick and hopefully compete for some championships here in the very near
future."
Unlike freshmen in other

sports, elite high school
hockey players usually
spend a year or two playing
junior hockey before college, meaning that when
they arrive on campus,
they are several years older
than almost all of their
classmates.
However, that can be to
their advantage on the ice, as
they have had several more
years to physically mature,
not just through natural
growth, but also by playing
against tough competition
in the junior leagues.
Wallace is an example of
one of those players, as he
is one of four freshmen on
the roster who have already
turned 21.
"I hope it IBCHL success)
translates well to this year,"
Wallace said. "My work
habits haven't changed,
I'm going to work really
hard, and I'm going to do
anything I can to help the
team.
"If that means blocking a
shot with my teeth, or going
out to score a big goal, it
doesn't matter, I just want to

help the team out whatever
way the coach sees fit."
AnotherthingthatWallace
brings to the table is consistency, something the team
lacked last season.
During the 2009-10 season with Surrey — including the playoffs — he never
went more then four games
(out of 66) without registering a point, and he had 15
games in which he recorded
multiple points.
Having lived in Canada
his entirelife, Wallace is not
sure what to expect playing
in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association, but
is certain that with hard
work, the team will see
positive results.
"We have so much enthusiasm, and we all seem to be
very hard working," Wallace
said. "I don't know the conference or the other teams
so it's tough to make expectations, but I feel the way
we're working right now
that we're working harder
than any other team, and I
think that will translate to
a lot of wins."

BG men's golf moving forward
after bitter end to last season
By Brandan Padcart
Reporter

BG men's golf coach Garry
Winger wants to get rid of the
bitter taste in his mouth from
the end of last season.
Last May, the men's golf
team finished last at the
Mid-American Conference
Championship, coming in
82 strokes behind champion
Kent State.
The team won the John
Piper Intercollegiate and
the Earl Yestingsmeier
Intercollegiate to start off
last year," Winger said. "They
had such a good start. But
we finished ninth at the MAC
Championship, not the result
any of us were expecting. I
still have a bitter taste in my

I

mouth from finishing last."
This season the team player is struggling, he can
The roster is significantly consists of three freshmen, switch out for someone else.
different than last season.
three sophomores and
He said he wants to
Last year's captain, Matt three juniors.
focus on the new players
Schneider, has graduated and
Two new players have to make an impact and for
the team has gotten younger.
transferred to BG to play: the returning players to play
But with no captain yet Charlie Olson from Hope more consistently.
"Any time we can win is
for this year, the team looks College and Torey Brummett
to perform better on a more from Owens Community great," Winger said. "We absoconsistent basis.
College, both sophomores lutely want to win, but golf is
"We as a team haven't cho- who will allow Winger more a sport we can't control, but
sen a captain yet, we are going of a selection when it comes eachweekwetryandwin. We
can only control what we do
to see how the guys do at their to tournaments.
first tournament before we
"We only send five guys to as a team; we have to be on
choose," Winger said.
each tournament to compete our game every week."
"It's hard to tell how all
"Depth is something we as a team, but we could also
didn't have last year," Winger send guys to play as individu- the other teams are doing,
said. "We would send out the als," Winger said "Each week. but I feel we're ready to go,"
same five guys to each tour- I pick who's going to travel Winger said.
The Falcon's first tournanament. Now we can have and play."
This new depth has given ment starts Sept. 5 at the Tiger
some competition between
Winger the relief that if one Intercollegiate in Verona, N.Y.
the guys."
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Wallace leads talented freshmen class in 2010
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roy holding off on
naming quarterback
TROY, Ala. (AP) — Troy
fans will have to wait
until Saturday's opener to find out who's the
starting quarterback.
Junior Jamie Hampton
and redshirt freshman
Corey Robinson have
been battling to replace
Levi Brown throughout
fall camp.
Coach Larry Blakeney
says he has picked a starter for the opener against

Bowling Green. He's just
not saying publicly who
won the competition.
Blakeney
says
he
wants Bowling Green to
have to prepare for both.
Hampton is more of a
runner than Robinson.
Receiver Jerrel Jernigan
expects both Hampton
and Robinson to play.
Offensive coordinator
Kenny Edenfield says each
has the whole offense down.

In 1927. i reporter and sports writer for
Sentinel-Tribune suggested that the college
athletic teams receive i new nickname rather
than the "Normals". The reporter. Doc Lake, recommended the
Falcons because of its fierceness, speed, and courage.

brown wen selected when President Williams asked
representatives from tadutfrlal arts, home economics, and
a Student to chose the colors. Rumor has It that the colors
were suggested by Pro£ T/mslow after he saw them on a
ladyb hat However, no record can be bund that Indicates
formal approval by facutty or students. The colors were
chosen because then "made a pleasing combination, and
as they knew, were not used by any other colleges."
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Efficiencies, One and
Two Bedroom Apartments
Available for Immediate Occupancy
We also have a large selection of
Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.

00 FANS «

319 F- Wooster Street, Bottling t .imi. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2:60
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

For more information or to schedule a showing, please call the Rental Office.
WE CAN HELP YOU!
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«Jerrel Jernigan
71 catches
1,101 receiving yards
15.5 yards per catch
6.7 yards per carry
5 total touchdowns
"Jernigan is electric... I think the
word special gets over used, so
I'm not going to say he's a special
player, but I will say he's very, very
good. They've taken a player with
a very unique skill set and make
sure he can get the football."
Dave Clawson IBG Coach

ROUND TWO
For someone who is very talented
like him and NFL scouts are all
on him, that's what you dream

of at my position. To go against
someone who is that skilled, to
limit them or shut them down and
just have that confidence that
you're just as good as them."
■

Adrien Spencer»
42 tackles
4 pass breakups
2 forced fumbles
1 interception
win over Troy

; • PHOTOS
REMATCH: Top Jerrel Jernigan lights (or c->Ira yards m Troy's season opening loss to BG last season Bottom Adrien Spencer records a tackle for a safely against Akron last season.
Spencer could be the primary matchup against Jernigan m Saturday's season opener at Troy

Led by Spencer, BG defense preps for rematch with Jernigan
By Scan Shapiro
-ditor

Jerrel lernigan is a dangerous
player.
Al 5-foot-9, the Troy wide
receiver may not be the largest
player on the field, but he certainly is the most versatile.
"Jernigan is electric ... I think
the word special gets over used,
so I'm not going to say he's ,t
special player, but I will say
he's very, very good," said BG
coach Dave Clawson. "They've
taken a player with a very
unique skill set and make sure
he can get the football."
Last season lernigan touched
the ball quite a bit, compiling
2.2<>4 all purpose yards, something that has him named to
the first annual Paul llornung

FACEBOOK

Jerrel
pre-season watch list, an award a top-10 player at his position.
return late in the fourth quarter.
Jernigan
presented to the most versatile
While the job to contain
While they limited Troy's
Had a 12-yard
player in college football at the lernigan will be a full team effort, offense to 304 total yards in last
touchdown reception
end of (he season.
Spencer is already prepared for year's season opener and forced
against BG last year
A player who lined up at run- anytime he lines up with the two interceptions, only four
ning back, wide receive! and even Troy wide receiver in a one-on- defensive starters return, leava couple plays at quarterback last one scenario.
ing most of the defense to make
Adrien
season, stopping Jernigan will be
"For someone who is very tal- their first career start in against
one of the keys to BG's success in ented like him and NIT. scouts a team who hasn't lost a home
Spencer
Saturday's season opener.
are all on him, that's what you game in two seasons.
Returned an
"lust contain him, being real, dream of al my posilion. To go
"Man, my heart's beating right
interception for a
he's going to get his catches, we against someone who is that now. 1 can't wait to get out there,"
touchdown against Troy
just need to limit the big plays," skilled, to limit them or shut said linebacker Hugene "Champ''
said corner back Adrien Spencer. them down and just have that Fells when asked about making
As a junior, almost every lime confidence that you're just as his first career start.
bench last season, Clawson isn't
Jernigan touched the ball it was good as them,"' Spencer said.
While he's making his first worried about nerves and pointa big play. 1 le averaged IS.S yards
Last year Spencer outdueled career start. Pells played a con- ed out that they have the same
per reception and fi.7 yards per lernigan, while the wide receiv- siderable amount last season amount of senior starters that
carry, something that not only er did haul in an early 12-yard along with fellow linebacker they had a year ago.
has caught the attention of BG's touchdown pass, the B(i defen- Calvin Marshall.
And if those nerves are setdefense, also but multiple NFL sive back sealed the 31-14 vicBecause of multiple players tled, perhaps lernigan won't be
draft sites that have him listed as tory with a 64-yard interception earning playing time off of the so dangerous.

HOCKEY

TWITTER

BASEBALL

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter Bergeron to appear at Flickers

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter, follow us

BG hockey coach Chris Bergeron will

An open tryout for the BG baseball team

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

be a guest on the weekly Falcon's Nest

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.
wwv/.t» itter.com/bgnewssports

Coaches Show at Flickers Monday. Sept
6. starting at 6:30 p.m.

will be held Monday, Sept 6. at Steller Field
and will begin at 11 am, with registration

Sports" to become a fan.

BG to hold Labor Day tryouts

opening at 10:30 am.
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PUMPED: Andrew Wallace shows his excitement as a member of the Surrey Eagles ol the British Columbia Hocley League last season

Wallace leads talented freshmen class in 2010
of student-athlete BG is
bringing into help rebuild
the program, as much like
In a freshman class full of many of his classmates,
talented forwards, Andrew was a National Honor stuWallace may be the most dent during high school
polished offensive threat of in Ontario.
them all.
"You can't just be a chamHe spent the last two sea- pion on the ice and in the
sons with the Surrey Eagles community but not in the
of the British Columbia classroom; that is unacceptHockey league, serving as. able, you will be a chamarguably their most potent pion in everything you do or
threat.
you will not be part of this
During the 2008-09 sea- program," said head coach
son he led the team with 38 Chris Bergeron during his
assists and chipped in eight introductory press confergoals, putting him fourth on ence in April.
the team with 4fi points.
That attitude is part of
Last year, he found his the reason Wallace chose to
scoring touch, posting team enroll at BG.
highs in goals (23), assists
"BG showed a lot of interest in me, and obviously
(38), and points (61).
"I had a good year last other schools did too, but it
year, I felt like my line seemed like a good fit here
mates were really good, with the strong academics,
they helped me out quite a and playing with a young,
bit," Wallace said. "1 work rebuilding team," Wallace
really hard in the offsea- said. "We plan to progress
son trying to improve my quick and hopefully comgame and I just showed up pete for some championto play every night."
ships here in the very near
Wallace's credentials future."
off the ice show the kind
Unlike freshmen in other
Assistant Sports Editor

sports, elite high school
hockey players usually
spend a year or two playing
junior hockey before college, meaning that when
they arrive on campus,
they are several years older
than almost all of their
classmates.
However, that can be to
their advantageonthe ice, as
they have had several more
years to physically mature,
not just through natural
growth, but also by playing
against tough competition
in the junior leagues.
Wallace is an example of
one of those players, as he
is one of four freshmen on
the roster who have already
turned 21.
"I hope it IBCHL successl
translates well to this year,"
Wallace said. "My work
habits haven't changed,
I'm going to work really
hard, and I'm going to do
anything I can to help the
team.
"If that means blocking a
shot with my teeth, or going
out to score a big goal, it
doesn't matter, I just want to

help the team out whatever
way the coach sees fit."
Anotherthingthat Wallace
brings to the table is consistency, something the team
lacked last season.
During the 2009-10 season with Surrey — including the playoffs — he never
went more then four games
(out of 66) without registering a point, and he had 15
games in which he recorded
multiple points.
Having lived in Canada
his entire life, Wallace is not
sure what to expect playing
in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association, but
is certain that with hard
work, the team will see
positive results.
"We have so much enthusiasm, and we all seem to be
very hard working, "Wallace
said. "I don't know the conference or the other teams
so it's tough to make expectations, but I feel the way
we're working right now
that we're working harder
than any other team, and I
think that will translate to
a lot of wins."

BG men's golf moving forward
after bitter end to last season
By Brendan Padcart
Reporter

BG men's golf coach Garry
Winger wants to get rid of the
bitter taste in his mouth from
the end of last season.
Last May, the men's golf
team finished last at the
Mid-American Conference
Championship, coming in
82 strokes behind champion
Kent State.
"The team won the John
Piper Intercollegiate and
the Earl Ycstingsmeier
Intercollegiate to start off
last year," Winger said. "They
had such a good start. But
we finished ninth at the MAC
Championship, not the result
any of us were expecting. I
still have a bitter taste in my

mouth from finishing last."
This season the team
The roster is significantly consists of three freshmen,
different than last season.
three sophomores and
Last year's captain, Matt three juniors.
Schneider, has graduated and
Two new players have
the team has gotten younger.
transferred to BG to play:
But with no captain yet Charlie Olson from I lope
for this year, the team looks College and Torey Brummett
to perform better on a more from Owens Community
consistent basis.
College, both sophomores
"We as a team haven't cho- who will allow Winger more
sen a captain yet, we are going of a selection when it comes
to see how the guys do at their to tournaments.
first tournament before we
"We only send five guys to
choose," Winger said.
each tournament to compete
"Depth is something we as a team, but we could also
didn't have last year," Winger send guys to play as individusaid. "We would send out the als," Winger said. "Each week.
same five guys to each tour- 1 pick who's going to travel
nament. Now we can have and play."
some competition between
This new depth has given
the guys."
Winger the relief that if one

2pi Qj HOM^OPENERy

player is struggling, he can
switch out for someone else.
He said he wants to
focus on the new players
to make an impact and for
the returning players to play
more consistently.
"Any time we can win is
great," Winger said. "We absolutely want to win, but golf is
a sport we can't control, but
eachweekwetryandwin. We
can only control what we do
as a team; we have to be on
our game every week."
"It's hard to tell how all
the other teams are doing,
but I feel we're ready to go,"
Winger said.
The Falcon's first tournament starts Sept. 5 at the Tiger
Intercollegiate in Verona, N.Y.
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Troy holding off on
naming quarterback
TROY. Ala. (AP) — Troy
fans will have to wait
until Saturday's opener to find out who's the
starting quarterback.
Junior Jamie Hampton
and redshirt freshman
Corey Robinson have
been battling to replace
Levi Brown throughout
fall camp.
Coach Larry Blakeney
says he has picked a starter for the opener against

Bowling Green. He's just
not saying publicly who
won the competition.
Blakeney
says
he
wants Bowling Green to
have to prepare for both.
Hampton is more of a
runner than Robinson.
Receiver Jerrel Jernigan
expects both Hampton
and Robinson to play.
Offensive coordinator
Kenny Fdenfield says each
has the whole offense down.

fX$ Did you know?
^^
/
^^^^,

In 1927, i reporter and sports writer for the
Sentinel-Tribune suggested that the college
athletic teams receive a new nickname rather
than the "Normals". The reporter, Doc Lake, recommended the
Falcons because of its fierceness, speed, and courage.

ywi
The school colors of orange, and
brown were selected when President Williams asked
representatives from Industrial arts, home economics, and
a student to chose the colors. J?umor has It that the colors
were suggested by Prof Wmslow after he saw them on a
lady's hat However, no record can be found that indicates
formal approval by faculty or students. The colors were
chosen because they "made a pleasing combination, and
as they knew, were not used by any other colleges"
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Two Bedroom Apartments
Available for Immediate Occupancy
We also have a large selection of
Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.

319 E. Vtooster Street, Biro line (Jreen. Oil
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
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1 Abrasive bits
2 Subject of Joshua Kendall's
"The Man Who Made Lists"
3 In unison
4 Spar part
5 Stock page name

6 Bee: Pref.

PHOTOS BY I ANDREA FEHL

7 Stretching muscles
8 Hot-blooded
9 "Gremlins" actress
10 Former Israeli prime
minister Olmert
11 Judgment for
insufficient evidence
12 Napa vessel
13 Capt'sheading

14 Family mem.
20 Oath taker
23
24
26
27
29
30
31
32
33
34
37
40

ACROSS
1 Not clear-cut
5 Census bureau, essentially
15 Artist Bonheur
16 Sight from Sydney HarOour
17 Harpsichordist Kipnis
18 Aerodynamics research tool

19 Cares tor
21 Beginnings
22 Servers with wheels
25 Co. whose largest hub is at
O'Hare
28 Shooting sound
29 Items in a nautical table
31 Pub employees
34 Show-off
35 Land in un lac
36 Lo-_ graphics
37 Vigor
38 Suffix with string

39
41
43
44
45
46
49
51
53
58
59
60
61
62

On loot, in France
Jupiter and Mars
Scary snake
Freetown currency
Nursery purchase
York and Snorkel:
Abbr.
Orders
Welcoming word
Direct
Qualifying races
Bombard
Elvis sighting, e.g.

41 Accidents
42 Not tractable
44 "Animal magnetism"
coiner
46 Symbol of equivalence, in math
47 Fake feelings
48 Man of letters?
50 Noodle _: ok) product name
52 Part
53 Houston in NYC,
etal.
54 Zagreb'9 land, to
the IOC
55 Holbrook of
■Evening Shade"
56 Eeyore pal
57 K2, for one: Abbr.

Took off
Hands and teet
ANSWERS
Wind threat
"Samson Agonistes" dramatist
M, 0 s « 3 1 a i 0 s
3 * 3
Indirect route
0 d 3 a N i ¥ u I
1 V i
White Sands and others
O r O
" u V n i 0 0 ■1 0 s
Actress Van Devere
n
u i v 1 1
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Beaumont, Texas, university
ili 1 1 1 s T S a i 1 = H1 ¥■
Old-time educator
«O1t 1 » ib*3Hs
Mystical amulet
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Where to find waiters
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DRIBBLE: 'reshman Made*!* Wxieman drivw the ball up tf* f*ld dung a n-ghttime practice under

Give us your feedback through our contact from at

NasladaBistro. com
and enter <Hir Fall."Winter Sweepstakes
for two (up to S30 value)
Enter by December 15, 2010 to win

SBC
From Page 1

GAME PLAN: Coach Andy Richards gives the team an after-game pep talk to recap the scrimmage and drscuss what
needs to be done for the weekend matches.

can obtain funding by submitting an annual budget
request is an outline of the
money needed for an organization to host events and
purchase items for the next
year. These funds are intended to assist an organization's
activities throughout the
year, but not to fully fund the
organization.
SBC will fund no more than
75 percent of an organization's
total annual budget. Stewart
said SBC wants to make sure
the requesting process is
"very open, clear and easy to
work with."
He said he's surprised the
University allows students to
help determine where their
moneygoes.
"It gives students power to
dictate what they want to do,"
Stewart said
If at a point in the year an
organization depletes their
reserves or other unforeseen
occurrences requiring extra
funding come about, an
organization can apply for
spot funding.
Spot funding is additional

A*'41»-S7J-«»77

Services Offered
Now registering for YOGA.
BELLYDANCE, BALLET. SALSA,
& INDIAN DANCE classes at
Radiance Studio. Adult and
Children's classes available, see
www.laurashaktl.com for schedule Classes begin Tues Sept 7.
WANTED: KARAOKE SNQERSI
Mutt be able to have funl
EVERY THURS alter Power Hour
It Campus Quarters Sports Bar

Help Wanted
IBARTENDINOI up to MOO/day.
No sup necessary, training provided, call 800-965-8520 X174.
Afterschool chlldcare staff needed
Mutt be available M-W-F, 3-flpm
or Tuesdays 1 Thursdays. 3-8pm.
Contact Pam it:
pMttrsr9ymcatolsdo.org
OfcWI41B-S73-B202.

ASLADA BISTRO

*A True European Dining Experience
182S M.im Slrcrt I Bowling r.nen. OH I Phew <419>V3AKO

funding given for unanticipated budget needs. Stewart
said spot funding can give an
organization up to $1,000.
USG cannot apply for
funding through SBC
and has no opportunity
to apply for spot funding.
USG must request funding
though the Office of the
Dean of Students.
"It could be because we
have such a heavy hand in the
funding," said Kevin Basch,
USG president
The International Business
Association (TBAJ is "all about
giving our students perspective of the world around them"
Cory Tuttle, former treasurer
of the IBA said.
However, getting international perspective can
be expensive. Considered
an academic organization,
IBA intends on taking a
trip to Toronto in April for
educational experience.
This year the organization
was able to receive funding
for the trip through SBC.
In previous years funding
was denied.
Tuttle said this year IBA
received funding because
they presented an organized
plan focusing on the need for

www.nasladabistro.com
educational experience.
"They |SBC] take all factors
into account," Tutde said.
Tuttle said the state of
the economy and the process to request and receive
funding will "force treasurers and organizations to be
more structured."
While he appreciates
what the SBC does, Alex
ll.uicy. treasurer of BG
Undead, said the request
process could be improved.
"I wish they weren't such
sticklers," Haney, a senior, said.
"Oh man, are we dependent
[on SBC funding]."
However dependent an
organization is, the method in
asking can play a key role in the
amount of funding received.
"It all depends on when
they're asking and what they're
asking for," Stewart said
Stewart wants organizations to know they can be
less hesitant about requesting funds and the process to
obtain them
"We want them to come ask
us for funding," Stewart said.
To find out more information about SBC or to learn how
to request funding, please
contact SBC co-chair Clayton
Stewart, stewarc@bgsu.edu.
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ROCK SOLID: Senior Jackie Tamerlano looks on as a wall forms in front of the goal to block a penalty kick during
the scnmmage.
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Help Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Campus Quarters Sports Bar
Now Hiring Bartenders!
Apply In person, 21 ♦ over.

Cherry sleigh bedroom set.
solid wood, new in boxes.
Worth $2500, sell $1200.

6BR house, avail Immediately!
Short term leases available!
Call419-308-1733.

Jay-Mar • 2 bedroom
$5lO/mo tentant pays gas & dec.
Central A/C, DAN, university shuttle pickup. Call 419-354-8036.

Medium sized 3BR house, W/D,
A/C, avail NOWl $700/mo * utils.
Call 419-801-3225.

Part-time wait staff needed
Apply at LaRoe's In
Grand Rapids, 418-832-3082
Retail store close to campus
seeks sales person for customer
service, stocking, order taking,
cleaning, VCT/graphlca skills and
Prev. exp a +, call 419-409-8116.
Singers of any ability are Invited
to )oln the choir at Trinity United
Methodist Church, 200 N. Summit
St. BG. Students receive a
$250 scholarship based on attendance, rehearse Thure. 7-8:30pm
and sing Sun. 10-11:30am
Working modern country band
seeking female vocalist who
plays an Instrument.
Call 419-480-7112

For Sale

call 419-897-9062

Sofa & loveseat (mlcroflbar),
new in boxes, lifetime warranty.
Delivery available. $475.

Call 419-707-9970.

IVILLAGE

APARTMENTS

• Reducted Rate in
September 2010 •
» Apartments Available »
• Semester Leases •
• Minutes from BGSU •

Call 419-707-2954

Call 419-252-0126.

419-354-6036.

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
— APARTMENTS —
ALSO INCLUDED
Twtoew foots
On-Site laundry Facilities
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances

euimtKcuui

Lease Renewal Bonuses

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

The Highlands -1 bedroom
S350-S400 tenant pays electric.
Great location, quiet area, laundry
on site. Call 419-354-8036

CURRENTLY RUNNING MOVE IN SPECIALS

• Pet friendly community »
• Heat included •
Located at:

$185 new quean pillow top
mattress set In plastic with
warranty. Can deliver.

CHEAP) Room avail Jan. 2011,
female pref, $185Ano ♦ utils

The Homestead -1 BR apts.
$450-1650 tenant pays all utilities.
Walking distance to campus and
downtown. Laundry on site, central A/C, greet location.

Rent Payable Online
Referral Award Bonuses
OK Streets Guest Parking
Recycling Program

HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING
INCLUDED

HIGH SPEED INTERNET

STOP BY
AND SEE US
No Appointment

INCLUDED

BASIC CABLE
INCLUDED
PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INCLUDED
WATER/SEWER/TRASH
INCLUDED

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135
w1rrthropOgifusnicti.com
www.wirrthropt8tTac8.com

Fewer Bills and a Better Value

